To Mr. John Haywood,

I take the liberty once more being subjected to apply to you about this faithful settlement for work done upon a house in the company that you lay by the beaus & the mutiny—when I undertook this building I thought I had to do with a gentleman that would not bicker about charges and I should be sorry to lay this expense to you—in the first place—indeed, I have been very much hurt by the unreasonable demands that I could not answer the building undertaken—in the second place I was right what delayed for some time was not of the matters out all hands. The time the payers were long and the execution good which was a subject to be convinced but by more that it is, in the third place, I have kept out of the second Remonstrance to more months after it was done by the employers was to the contents and even when finished for personal use. No payment can be had; when I painted the roof after the slops were done though it could have been done at much left expenses and at no risk that I am forced to do, but when all the slops were done I was forced to paint the roof and had to make two long orders of materials long to reach the roof & the hanging of 35 feet long to reach the length of the Right now no painting. Day or Night & of Day to superintend the painting, and Rich my own hand to paint myself as they could not. I fancy enough for to long a time the last copy of hand or foot would have cast them their labor & me a considerable amount—send it to the again. I do not know that I would undertake it for the whole sum but I have charged for painting the whole of the building outside & inside—as to the satisfaction considering the manner they are finished the lumber picked out of several thousand loads of load to get about 1000 feet of slab with four or so. I am confident that no other person could have the whole of the building at least 15 cent. whenever the next order is given I do not leave this off first but the length out of the last payment is long can not have to much trouble & expense in looking after it at a time when I am in debt instead of 15 it not only hurts my credit but my feelings. Please write me a letter at the same time to write four lines for the last I bought in the village & judgment & execution obtained against me for a balance done for a time when I was obliged to purchase to carry on the building—should you think the charge in the account too high for the outside work indeed I am desirous if you think you are taken in & that the honors of the color of painting as color of brick work which I am sure is well done, give it freely by your taking the trouble of seeing what you are paying and the judge, give it freely by your taking the trouble of seeing what you are paying and this application to you as some of the other companies put it in writing. Will you take the trouble of writing to him, putting my name to the other companies giving your opinion of the matters which I will do in his return. Carry this to Mr. Haywood, and make it clear if you have not it for me writing a letter by the hands to the other companies giving your opinion of the matters which I will do in his return. Carry this to Mr. Haywood, and make it clear if you have not it for me writing a letter by the hands to the other companies giving your opinion of the matters which I will do in his return.